Power structure
The policy-decision process of national parks in Taiwan is undertaken by the
Ministry of the Interior and the Committee of the National Park Project. Furthermore,
according to the “Organizational RegulationsofNationalRegulations of the National
Park Project Committee” legislated in 2003, the committee boards of committees
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isshall be composed of central and local government representatives, experts, scholars,
and non-profit enthusiasts, in which the sum of experts and scholars attended shall not
be less than one-third of the board of committees, and shall includinclude at least aone
aboriginal representative. As According to the aforementioned statement,apparently
the

public

cannot’t

directly

and

efficiently

involvebe

involved

in

the

decisivedecision-making process.As anexample For example in Norway, in 1998,
Arnesen indicatedthattheindicated that environmental policy held little weight
ofenvironmental policy occupied a very low percentage in the in the structure of
national authority. If the authoritiesy continually lacked for public support over its
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environmental policy, it could be difficult to enhancepromote the importance of such
policy amongin national development.
In
Cherney’s research (2009) on human interaction and decisiondecisions in
Podocarpus National Park, Ecuador, 2009, the research targets heaimed werenot
onlyattargeted not only governmental organizations but alsoatalso environmental
groups, academic institutes, local communities, and private industries. In Taiwan,
theaforesaidthe four non-government organizations mentioned above are also
representative of private entities. ThoughAlthough they do notn’t have any channels to
directly attend the policy-making process, however, in recent years through social
activities, academic conferences, or even marketing, propaganda, andas well as
educational channels, the public attention onto environmental topics has been
gradually arousedincreased due to changes of their lifestylesin lifestyle or different
ways they thinkof thinking, such as in LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and
Sustainability) or “In Praise of Slowness”.
, itindicatesthat
The model indicates that value can be measured byattitudesby attitudes composed of
affective,

behavioral,

and

cognitive

phases.

By

differentiatingattitudesBy

differentiating attitudes and generalizing themfromthem according to three
implications including the importance of national parks, public opinions on such
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worth, and moral principles that accompanied themwith, we can realize the value
given byof national parks. In additionBesides, the axis of our sampling and analysis
system is also on the basedis of on the value provided by related policies.

Sampling and analysis
Our research utilizes Focus Synthesis as a tool for sampling and analysis instead
of the In-Depth Interview Method, which has been widely adopted to gather opinions
in social science researches. BecauseGillinghamresearch. The research of Gillingham
and LeeindicatedLee indicated in 1999 that in interviews about conservation topics the
interviewees are often unwilling to answer questions honestly:, instead, they
conjecture the interviewer’s standpoint and follow it. Therefore, to avoid deviation
risk as a result of interview method, our research expects to probe real attitudeattitudes
toward national parks by means of Focus Synthesis. Besides, the unique
characteristics of natural resources and recreational experience in national parks often
drive people to actively express their feelings or opinions openly, thus easily
beingthey are easy research targets for social science. For example, in 2003, Stamou
and Paraskevopoulos undertook analysis of tourist opinions on nature reserves in
Greece from its guestbooktheir guestbooks.

Similarly, our research selects sample articles that adequately represent the major
opinions of the public, so as to understand publicthe public’s general attitude toward
national parks. Moreover, by structuringusing the conceptual model above the sources
as well as the influences ofon public attitude can be realized precisely and can be
providedused as references for resource planning and management practices.
Kurashima et al. indicated in 2005 that “blogs”, as the well-known as the abbreviation
of “weblogs”, are popularly utilized by the public to present their travel experiences.,
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however, sSuch information could only be obtained indirectly through newspapers or
magazines before the development of the internet. The articles on blogs can fully
reflect people’s appraisal of activities. In 2007, Pudliner also indicated that, after
travellingtour activities becominghave become a way ofmajor recreational style to the
people,activity for those who can afford it and posting articles related to these
activities on blogs has become popular. These blog articles related to travel
experiences on blogsseemsseem not only to be superior to traditional publishing
channels, but also to be more extensive and colorful. Therefore, our research
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utilizesarticlesutilizes articles from blogs as a research basis.

The Google search engine (http://blogsearch.google.com.tw/) is our main tool
forblog articlesseekingfor retrieving blog articles, where the procedure is to input
keywordsrespectively includingKentingkeywords such as: Kenting National Park,
Yushan National Park, Yangmingshan National Park, Taroko National Park, Shei-Pa
National Park, Kinmen National Park, Dongsha Atoll National Park, and Taijiang
National Park in Google to search for blog articlesinarticles in traditional Chinese. We
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